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About This Game

Go head to head with a brand new massive quiz game on PC. From a team of former Buzz! developers, you’ve never played
anything like It’s Quiz Time before:

IT’S HUGE

Over 25,000 questions make this the largest quiz game ever on PC.

INTELLIGENT PERSONAL GAME HOST

Meet Salli, the latest in AI-technology. Witty and devious, she’ll pit you against friends and family, encourage you, and put you
to the test as you play along.

EVERYONE CAN PLAY

With thousands of categories to choose from, it’s perfect for all ages! From cartoons to video games, sports and history: we’ve
got you covered.

USE YOUR SMARTPHONE

Up to 8 players can simultaneously play together using their smartphones! Take selfies, hide your answers, and share with your
friends - It’s Quiz Time gives you a whole new way to play.
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PACKED WITH GAME MODES

Play along with topical quizzes based on real world events, grab your controller for the Solo Score Attack, customise your round
playlist, and more!

INTERACTIVE STREAMING

Broadcast your game on Twitch, YouTube, or Mixer, in the innovative Live Show mode, where you can compete with up to
10,000 viewers.

So grab your smartphone and join Salli for the biggest party trivia game on PC with It’s Quiz Time!

Note: Some features require the It’s Quiz Time: Companion App. The app requires smartphones compatible with at least iOS
7.0 or Android 4.4 (KitKat).
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Title: It's Quiz Time
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snap Finger Click
Publisher:
Vision Games Publishing LTD
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8 / 10 - 64-bit

Processor: 2Ghz Intel CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Instant motion sickness for me and you don't immediately understand what to do. No thanks..
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. hard but fun. Super fun fast-paced grappling hook platformer with smooth acrobatic
movement, fantastic level and enemy design, and satisfying dash-into-enemies combat that will make you wonder why other
grappling hook games don't do combat this way. The controls make it very easy to pick up, especially considering it's a
grappling hook game, but it's still ridiculously hard to master; I'd argue that some of the optional end-game challenge levels are
even harder than the equivalent levels in Celeste.

It has a ton of levels, hidden collectibles and optional challenges, e.g. "finish this stage without touching the ground" or "finish
this stage without using the grappling hook more than X times", like the similar "only use X portals" challenges in Portal. I
bought this after randomly seeing it in my Steam discovery queue and ended up getting waaaay more polish and content than I
expected, along with super tight momentum-based controls. Highly recommended!. Old school, way back to the original xbox.
Still fun though
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if you like a challange and heavy haulage this is the game for you. It's a great game, I was very excited to play it when I received
as a gift from a special person. I didn't get disappointed, the game is really nice and beautiful, good graphics and soundtrack. In
a biological view I really liked it, even in a botanical lab some people can't imagine a plant as a live being, I mean, they are
immobile to our eyes! By playing "Reach for the Sun" I felt I can like plants even more now than I already liked before. Totally
recommended if you are interested in plants <3. I would love to play the game. The setting is really cool. Sadly the game doesnt
work with my steam controller on my system, so i had to refund... on top i had kind of stuttering and the controls are a bit
delayed sometimes... If there would be a fix i would buy again!!!!. This game is ectasy. The VR overlay is a bit weird at times,
but the feeling of spraying a wall is more than enough. I keep coming back to this simple program more than I thought I would.
I've tried other VR art software, yet this one keeps it simple enough where it's always the most approachable and fun to work in.

Great game for beginners to experienced artist. Some pixelation up close, not a big deal or all that noticable. Abilities to change
can caps, color palletes, history, undo, use ladders.

I saw in a trailer something about changing time of day, however I cannot find that option in game.

Multiplayer is a bit bumpy but it still works. You cannot undo strokes in multiplayer.

. So far so good. The basics are there. It needs some work, like adjustable difficulty, minimap, moving the camera to the
selected zombie when you click on their icon. Too bad the Capcha on their forums account creation isn't working.. It felt too
empty (and huge "dungeons" are not giving flesh to a game). And the end... ahem... the game is half-done?

Sorry, cannot recommend it.. Not sure what all the whining is about, this is a perfectly acceptable rendition of the genre.
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